Silent Alert System

This alert system illuminates a floor or ceiling surface in the kitchen with highly visible but unobtrusive color-coded light patterns. The system is language neutral and completely silent, yet it effectively garners the attention of the staff to deliver a variety of important messages.

The Silent Alert System is unique to the entire kitchen equipment industry. By utilizing a non-line-of-sight visual alert, we have the ability to illuminate the floor under the Power Soak (or with an optional remote wireless system, any surface in the kitchen can be illuminated), alerting staff and managers of action needed, but completely out of sight from customers.

The Silent Alert System from Power Soak Systems is capable of communicating 20+ different messages and is highly customizable to each operator’s specific needs.
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Patents pending.
Remote Wireless Silent Alert System

The Remote Silent Alert System is visible to the manager and crew members but is not visible to guests in the dining room. In addition, the system is very effective and, at the same time, completely silent.